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THE DEPENDENCE OF SCIENCE ON GOD 

 

Science has been in existence for millennia and has evolved rapidly from one 

age to the next, making lives comfortable for people in diverse areas such as, health, 

education, business. This was achieved by renowned scientists who spent most of 

their years cracking and putting together ideas, to come up with a mind blowing 

technique to solve problems faster with less human effort. Compared with the ancient 

ages where labour was immensely used to get things done. This report entails the 

remarkable relationship between GOD and Science, how they are linked to one 

another and how Science supports the existence of the supreme being (GOD). 

For a long time Science and GOD have been perceived by many to be two 

opposite ideologies which can not be merged together in any way. With the way and 

manner in which science has developed over the years it has contributed so much to 

our thinking, speech and actions and it has caused us to solely depend on these 

technologies for everything. Science teaches us to be rational, and practical in our 

everyday lives when handling different situations that may arise. Without facts on a 

particular subject, the human mind refuses to agree for it to be true. It has spread so 
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widely that almost the majority of humans need to have proven facts on something 

before they can trust the information. No facts equals no truth. Only a few could try 

to believe something without much facts about it. “You cannot believe in what you 

cannot see”, a famous saying said by many scientists and theologians.  

Linking it in relation with GOD, the real reason why it is hard for people to 

believe that a supreme being, GOD, exists is because there is no evidence supporting 

his existence. And as such, people see it as a fantasy or a tale told by previous 

generations with no real facts behind it. To begin with, there are two main religions in 

the world, Christianity and Islamic religion. But of these two, Christianity has been 

found to be the largest with nearly two billion people trusting in its beliefs. 

Christianity started over 2000 years ago with the birth of a man called Jesus Christ. 

He came into the earth to give up his life to save everybody because the world was a 

sinful place with nothing good. So he came to die and bring goodness to the world 

again through his death. This is only the surface as there are more details about this 

religion which can be found and read in a book called Holy Bible. It contains the 

right behaviour and attitude Christians should portray and how we can get to know 

GOD better and truly understand who he is. It is not just a book filled with literature 

and texts but it is a book that shows events that occurred thousands of years ago in 

the lives of real people. Proving to kings and authorities that GOD truly is real and he 

sees everything that happens. He lives in Heaven, a place no one knows where but we 

trust that it exists for certain.  

Jesus is the reason for the religious holidays such as Easter (it is celebrated in 

April), Christmas (it is mostly celebrated on December 25, however this can differ in 

some countries due to different traditions). New year (it is celebrated on the first of 

January of the coming year but this can also differ in some countries as well). People 

have been celebrating these holidays without fully knowing the reason behind them. 

They see it as a tradition passed down from many generations but only a few could 

know why it was formed. Majority do not want to believe in something that is not 
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visible and because no one has seen GOD, therefore he does not exist. I would like to 

amend that ideology that because you cannot see something physically does not have 

to mean that it is not there. No one can prove how animals were made, till now 

scientists have not provided substantial proof as to who made all the animals in the 

world today, science only expatriates on the habitat, mechanisms and ecological 

interactions. The occurrence of four seasons in some countries and just one in others 

has not yet been scientifically justified. Winter, Spring, Summer and Autumn sets in 

at specific periods of the year without any interference. This alone should be a cause 

to marvel and ponder upon. No one can control the climatic condition of a place, it 

changes even without notice. This can only be the work of a supreme GOD and not 

the work of any human. Oceans, mountains, clouds are the works of the hands of 

God. Science till this very day marvels at the sight of the gushing of waterfalls and 

the magnanimous heights of mountains. 

Furthermore, scientists who have attested to the existence of GOD include John 

Locke, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton. They believed that all things were made by God 

and that Science is subject to God's creativity. These are renowned scientists who 

gave some of the most outstanding theories that formed the backbone of modern 

science. Yet it did not stop them from believing in God.  Without the creation of 

these things there would neither be science nor would there be anything to investigate 

or discover about. Science was only formed because God had already created it with 

his words. God is the first scientist and he remains the most knowledgeable till many 

generations to come. God has revealed himself to many people in the Bible. John, 

Paul, Peter, Jeremiah, Isaiah to name a few. Out of which some physically touched 

him because he walked on earth over 2000 years ago in the form and likeness of 

Jesus Christ. The Almighty God came to earth in the person of Jesus Christ in a 

physical body. Mary was known to be the mother of Jesus Christ because God in the 

form of the Holy Spirit entered into her. And then she conceived in her womb and 

bore a baby to whom is the reason for the celebrations of all the Christian holidays in 
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the world. Christmas and Easter are two of the most respected holidays in the world 

and are celebrated in many countries. We would like to draw a conclusion that 

Science should not oppose the existence of God. And people should not only be 

focused on the physical sights but also to remember the creator and maker of these, 

GOD and be grateful to him. 

Without God, there would not be anything in this world for Science to be based 

upon. God reveals himself to those who love him and respects him with all of their 

heart. He sees and knows everyone and relates with his children, Christians in unique 

and unfathomable ways that even science cannot explain because they are not 

ordinary. When we pray, we are involving God in our lives and requesting that he 

help us in our daily endeavours. God is stronger, wiser, bigger and greater than any 

man. God is divine and hears us when we ask for his help. He is full of love and is 

slow to wrath. His heart's desire is that all will know him and understand who he is, 

love him like he loved us and died for us on the cross to set us free from evil. To 

make us good and compassionate to those around us, building a unified world. 

  


